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ABSTRACT

Although considerable progress has been made in understanding the development of hurricanes, our knowledge
of their three-dimensional structures of latent heat release and inner-core thermodynamics remains limited. In
this study, the inner-core budgets of potential temperature (u), moisture (q), and equivalent potential temperature
(ue) are examined using a high-resolution (Dx 5 6 km), nonhydrostatic, fully explicit simulation of Hurricane
Andrew (1992) during its mature or intensifying stage.

It is found that the heat energy is dominated by latent heat release in the eyewall, sublimative–evaporative
cooling near the eye–eyewall interface, and the upward surface fluxes of sensible and latent heat from the
underlying warm ocean. The latent heating (u) rates in the eyewall range from less than 108C h21 to greater
than 1008C h21, depending upon whether latent heat is released in radial inflow or outflow regions. The latent
heating rates decrease inward in the inflow regions and become negative near the eye–eyewall interface. It is
shown that the radial u advective cooling in the inflow regions accounts for the initiation and maintenance of
the penetrative downdrafts at the eye–eyewall interface that are enhanced by the sublimative-evaporative cooling.
It is also shown that the vertical u advection overcompensates the horizontal u advection for the generation of
the warm-cored eye, and the sum of latent heating and radial advective warming for the development of intense
cooling in the eyewall. The moisture budgets show the dominant upward transport of moisture in the eyewall
updrafts (and spiral rainbands), partly by the low-level outflow jet from the bottom eye regions, so that the
eyewall remains nearly saturated.

The ue budgets reveal that ue could be considered as an approximately conserved variable in the eyewall
above the boundary layer even in the presence of deposition–sublimation and freezing–melting. The development
of higher-ue surfaces at the eye–eyewall interface is discussed in the context of deep convection, the ue gradient
and the mass recycling across the eyewall. It is concluded that the simulated hurricane is thermodynamically
maintained by the upward surface flux of higher-ue air from the underlying warm ocean, the descent of higher-
ue air in the upper troposphere along the eye–eyewall interface, and the recycling of some warmed-eye air at
the eye–eyewall interface.

1. Introduction

The hurricane is a moist vortex whose formation and
maintenance rely primarily on the energy transferred
from the underlying warm ocean and released as latent
heat in convective cells in the eyewall only tens of ki-
lometers across. Although considerable progress has
been made in understanding the development of hur-
ricanes, we still have limited knowledge on their three-
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dimensional (3D) structures and intensity of latent heat
release (LHR). We are also uncertain about how LHR
is related to the dynamics and thermodynamics in the
inner-core regions (Anthes 1982; Liu et al. 1997, 1999;
Willoughby 1998). For example, little temperature in-
crease appears in the eyewall where tremendous con-
densation and precipitation occur. Instead, the eyewall
is characterized by intense radial thermal gradients with
azimuthal winds decreasing with height. In contrast, a
marked warm core always occurs in the eye where there
is little diabatic heating. Furthermore, pronounced pen-
etrative downdrafts, distinct from the gentle descent in
the eye, develop preferentially in a narrow zone at the
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inner edge of the eyewall where the air is unsaturated,
and they are sandwiched between the inside dry-warmer
air and the outside moist-colder air (Jorgensen 1984;
Liu et al. 1997, 1999; Willoughby 1998). All the above
features distinguish hurricanes from any other types of
mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) and mesoscale
disturbances in the Tropics. To gain a better understand-
ing of these features, it is desirable to examine the ther-
modynamic budgets in the inner-core regions, particu-
larly the distribution and the intensity of condensation–
evaporation that essentially determine the thermody-
namic structures and the secondary circulations of hur-
ricanes.

Despite the importance of condensation and evapo-
ration, their magnitudes and 3D distributions could not
be measured directly by any remote-sensing and in situ
instruments of today. Diabatic heating has often been
diagnosed by calculating the residuals of larger-scale
heat and moisture budgets (Yanai et al. 1973), the 3D
distribution of hydrometeors (Tao et al. 1990), or simply
from the profiles of vertical motion in MCSs (Anthes
1982; Puri and Miller 1990; Mapes and Houze 1995).
Although many observational budget studies of diabatic
heating and moistening have been conducted for tropical
and midlatitude MCSs (e.g., Johnson and Young 1983;
Kuo and Anthes 1984; Gallus and Johnson 1991; Lin
and Johnson 1996), few have been done for hurricanes.
Gamache et al. (1993) computed the inner-core hydro-
meteor water budget of Hurricane Norbert (1984) using
retrieved Doppler radar data, and found significant
asymmetries in the flux of moisture, condensation, and
precipitation. However, they also found that their results
are very sensitive to the methods of retrieval used. Much
simpler water budget studies were performed by Haw-
kins and Rubsam (1968) and Hawkins and Imbembo
(1976) using the flight-level data taken inside hurri-
canes. Due to the lack of direct high-resolution obser-
vations, these studies could only address very limited
aspects of the inner-core thermodynamics of hurricanes.

Recently, some attention has been paid to developing
retrieval algorithms to estimate the vertical distributions
of rainfall rates and LHR in tropical MCSs (Yang and
Smith 1999; Olson et al. 1999) and hurricanes (Olson
et al. 1999; Rodgers et al. 1998, 2000) using Special
Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) and Tropical Rain-
fall Measuring Mission (TRMM) microwave imager
measurements. In general, these algorithms consist of a
cloud model providing the vertical profiles of liquid and
frozen hydrometeors, rain fallout rates and vertical de-
rivatives of the liquid–ice mass fluxes; a radiative trans-
fer model calculating microwave brightness tempera-
tures from the model-simulated cloud fields at the SSM/
I frequencies/polarizations, and spatially deconvolved
SSM/I data. Although these algorithms could capture
the basic life cycle of MCSs and reveal some relation-
ship between hurricane intensity and the distribution of
precipitation/LHR, there are many uncertainties in es-
timating the latent heating profiles using satellite mea-

surements. They include low spatial resolution, instru-
mentation errors, and uncertainties in the modeled cloud
fields. Accordingly, satellite-based latent heating pro-
files require improved resolution and considerable well-
designed validation against direct and indirect obser-
vations before they could be utilized to examine real-
istically the inner-core flow structures of MCSs and
tropical cyclones.

Alternatively, four-dimensional, high-resolution, dy-
namically consistent model-simulation datasets could be
used to study the 3D structures of latent heating and
their effects on hurricane development. Using a qua-
druply nested-grid (Dx 5 5/10/30/90 km) simulation of
a hurricane’s eye with parameterized convection, Ku-
rihara and Bender (1982) calculated area-averaged heat
budgets in the hurricane eye. They found that the warm-
ing and drying by the mean subsidence in the eye tend
to be balanced by the cooling and moistening effect of
subarea eddies. Their results appeared to be applicable
only to the thermodynamics of the eye, and have limited
implications for the eyewall convection and hurricane
development owing to the crude model physics used.
For instance, explicit hydrometeors and grid-scale evap-
oration were absent in their hurricane model.

The purpose of the present study is to examine the
distribution and intensity of condensational/evaporative
heating and moistening in the inner-core regions through
budgets of potential temperature, moisture, and equiv-
alent potential temperature using a 72-h high-resolution
(i.e., Dx 5 6 km), fully explicit simulation of Hurricane
Andrew (1992). This simulation, initialized at 1200
UTC 21 August 1992, was performed with a cloud-
resolving version of the fifth-generation Pennsylvania
State University–National Center for Atmospheric Re-
search (PSU–NCAR) nonhydrostatic Mesoscale Model
(MM5). Liu et al. (1997, 1999, hereafter Part I and Part
II), have shown that MM5 reproduces reasonably well
the track and intensity, as well as the structures of the
eye, the eyewall, spiral rainbands, the radius of maxi-
mum winds (RMW), and other inner-core features as
compared to available observations and the results of
previous hurricane studies. In Part III (i.e., Zhang et al.
2000), the vertical force balance was computed from
the model output using the inverted 3D perturbation
pressure field. It was shown that the subsidence warming
in the eye is mechanically driven by rapid rotation of
the eyewall, just like the change in shape of a free sur-
face associated with a rotating vessel filled with water.
In the present study, we will investigate (a) the 3D dis-
tribution and intensity of the (condensation–evapora-
tion, freezing–melting, deposition–sublimation) heating
and moistening in the eyewall; (b) their balanced ther-
modynamics in relation to the secondary circulations in
the inner-core regions; (c) the sources and transport of
equivalent potential temperature aiding in the devel-
opment of the eyewall convection; and (d) the signifi-
cance of radial thermal advection and evaporation in the
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inflow regions in driving the penetrative downdrafts at
the inner edge of the eyewall.

The next section presents budget equations of the
heat, moisture, and equivalent potential temperature
along with the inner-core axisymmetric structures of the
simulated Andrew. Sections 3–5 describe, respectively,
the budgets of heat, moisture, and equivalent potential
temperature during the mature stage of the storm. A
summary and conclusions are given in the final section.

2. Budget equations and inner-core structures

The budget equations of heat and moisture presented
herein are based on the governing equations used in
MM5 (see Dudhia 1993; Grell et al. 1995). All the
MM5’s prognostic variables are written in the mass-
weighted (i.e., p* 5 ps 2 pt) flux form in (x, y, s)
coordinates (on a Mercator map projection), with ps and
pt being the pressure at the bottom and the top of the
model, respectively. Because of the dominant axisym-
metric structures of hurricanes, we will discuss the bud-
gets and inner-core features in the cylindrical coordinate
system (r, l, z), where r is the radius pointing outward
from the minimum surface pressure of the vortex. In-
terested readers are referred to Part II for a detailed
description of the transformation between the MM5 (x,
y, s) and cylindrical coordinates.

The governing equations in cylindrical coordinates
for the specific humidity q, the potential temperature u,
and the equivalent potential temperature ue are

dq
5 2(q 2 q 2 q 1 q 2 q )CON CEV REV DEP SUBdt

1 q , (1)BLD

du Ly5 p(q 2 q 2 q )CON CEV REVdt Cp

L Lf s1 p(q 2 q ) 1 p(q 2 q )FRZ MLT DEP SUBC Cp p

1 u 1 u , (2)RAD BLD

Ldu fe 5 p(q 2 q 1 q 2 q )FRZ MLT DEP SUB[ ]dt Cp

L qy3 exp 1 ue 1 ue , (3)RAD BLD1 2C Tp L

where
R /Cpp 5 (p /p) , (4)0

d ] ] V ] ]
5 1 U 1 1 W , (5)

dt ]t ]r r ]l ]z

W, U, and V are the respective vertical, radial, and az-
imuthal winds relative to the moving storm center; Ly ,
Lf , and Ls are the latent heat of condensation, fusion,

and sublimation, respectively; TL is the temperature at
the lifting condensation level calculated using Bolton’s
(1980) formula. The subscripts, BLD and RAD, rep-
resent the contributions associated with the maritime
boundary layer (MBL) and diffusive effects, and the
cloud–radiation interaction, respectively. All the other
symbols assume their usual meteorological meaning.
See Part I and Tao and Simpson (1993) for more detailed
description of the physical processes used in Eqs. (1)–
(3). Note that the storm-relative flow is used in Eq. (5)
to compute the horizontal advection in order to separate
the advective effects associated with the storm move-
ment from the dynamical processes that influence the
storm development.

For the convenience of budget descriptions, we group
the rates of condensation (qCON), evaporation of cloud
droplets (qCEV) and raindrops (qREV), deposition (qDEP)
and sublimation (qSUB) of ice particles into the net in-
cloud moisture source term qCLD; and the total rates of
LHR, including the freezing of raindrops (qFRZ) and the
melting of snow and graupel (qMLT), into the net in-
cloud heat source term uCLD. That is,

q 5 q 2 q 2 q 1 q 2 q , (6)CLD CON CEV REV DEP SUB

LL fyu 5 pq 1 p(q 2 q 1 qCLD CLD FRZ MLT DEPC Cp p

2 q ), and (7)SUB

Lf
ue 5 p(q 2 q 1 q 2 q )CLD FRZ MLT DEP SUB[ ]Cp

L qy3 exp . (8)1 2C Tp L

Note that the sum of uCLD 1 uRAD 1 uBLD (and ueCLD 1
ueRAD 1 ueBLD) represents the only sources/sinks of
thermodynamic energy in Eq. (2) [and Eq. (3)], since
u (and ue) is a conserved variable in an otherwise in-
visid, adiabatic (and pseudoadiabatic) flow.

In order to obtain the budgets of u and ue as accu-
rately as possible, all the terms in Eqs. (1)–(8) are de-
rived directly from the model output without any ap-
proximation in calculating their associated derivatives.
For example, the u and ue gradients or their time rates
are calculated from

=u 5 T=p 1 p=T, and (9)

L u q L qy y=ue 5 =u 1 =q 2 =T exp , (10)L1 2 1 2[ ]C T T C Tp L L p L

where p and its derivative are obtained by including the
perturbation pressure, which is one of the MM5 prog-
nostic equations. All the other details in budget calcu-
lations are the same as those described in Part III and
IV of this series of papers (i.e., Zhang et al. 2000, 2001).
Specifically, the model integration data are output over
the fine-mesh domain at 5-min intervals from the 56–
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FIG. 1. The radius–height cross sections of the hourly and azimuthally averaged fields: (a) vertical velocity (W, every 0.2 m s21); (b) the
potential temperature (u, solid; every 4 K) and its deviations (u9, dashed; every 2 K); (c) specific humidity (q, solid; every 2 g kg21) and
its deviations (q9, dashed; every 0.5 g kg21); and (d) the equivalent potential temperature (ue, solid; every 3 K) and total cloud hydrometeors
(Qt, dashed; every 0.3 g kg21), which are taken from the 56–57-h integration valid between 2000–2100 UTC 23 Aug 1992. They are
superposed with the cross-sectional flow vectors, the axes of the eyewall updraft (UP), the inner-edge dry downdraft (DN) and the RMW.
Letters H and L denote the local max and min, respectively.

57-h integration, valid at 2000–2100 UTC 23 August
1992. At this time, the storm has entered its mature stage
with a maximum surface wind of 68 m s21 but is still
intensifying at a rate of 1 hPa h21 (see Fig. 2 in Part
I). Each budget term, rather than each variable, is then
transformed from the model coordinates to cylindrical
coordinates with the center of the storm at the origin.
For most of the results presented here, each budget term
is averaged azimuthally (for each 5-min dataset) and
temporally over the 1-h period. With the azimuthal av-

erage, we may neglect the azimuthal advection terms in
all the budget equations. Nevertheless, such azimuthal
averages are statistically less meaningful near the center
of the hurricane due partly to the use of fewer samples
and partly to the inconsistency between the pressure and
circulation centers in the mid- to upper troposphere.

For the convenience of subsequent discussions, Fig.
1 shows the azimuthally and temporally averaged ra-
dius–height cross sections of vertical motion, u and its
deviation, q and its deviation, ue and total hydrometeors
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Qt. All deviations are obtained by subtracting their az-
imuthally and radially averaged values at individual
heights. The eyewall is basically characterized by in-
tense slantwise updrafts that are fed by an inflow within
the MBL. At the top of the eyewall, some air mass
returns to the eye (cyclonically) and descends all the
way to the MBL at the inner edge of the eyewall (Fig.
1a), as defined in Part II as dry downdrafts (DN). Weak
descent dominates the eye region. The u field shows an
intense warm core in the eye with a maximum warm
anomaly of over 228C at z 5 7 km (Fig. 1b). The av-
eraged radial u gradient across the eyewall amounts to
about 188C/50 km. Of interest is that the ridge axis of
the warm anomaly tilts upward from the core to the
upper portion of the upper-outflow layer, with a slope
close to the u 5 362 K surface. This appears to suggest
that the warm-cored structure is somehow produced by
the subsiding air associated with the returning air mass
that descends cyclonically in a spiral manner along the
isentropic surface inward from the DN zone (cf. Fig.
6c in Liu et al. 1999 and Fig. 1b herein). This point
will be substantiated by thermodynamic budgets in the
next section. In the MBL, u increases toward the lower
pressure as a result of the upward transport of surface
sensible heat.

The averaged axisymmetric moisture field shows typ-
ically moist air in the eyewall and dry air in the eye
(Fig. 1c). Of interest is that the moist core and its anom-
aly axis do not coincide with the updraft core (UP) but
appear near the inner edge of the eyewall, producing
marked moisture gradients in the eye. Given the near-
saturated conditions in the eyewall updrafts, this moist
core is apparently related to warmer temperatures at the
inner edge. On the other hand, the axis of cloud hy-
drometeors is closely oriented along that of the eyewall
updrafts, except below the peak concentration level (i.e.,
z 5 3 km) where evaporation of rainfall particles in-
creases toward the surface (see Fig. 1d). The vertical
structure of cloud hydrometeors differs more from that
of vertical motion in a column due to the fallout of
rainwater and snow. Note the significant increase in wa-
ter vapor content toward the storm in the MBL that
results clearly from the upward fluxes of surface mois-
ture. The most moist air (.25 g kg21) appears at the
center of the eye (Fig. 1c). Similarly, ue in the MBL
increases toward the eyewall with a particularly high
(.383 K) value at the eye center (Fig. 1d). The air–sea
interaction processes help to maintain the potential in-
stability in the storm environment and feed energy to
the eyewall convection. Note also the downward dip of
higher ue (5366 K) at the upper level and the upward
tilt of the high-ue axis near the inner edge of the eyewall
that are caused by the downward advection of higher-
ue (or potentially warmer, i.e., roughly u 5 366 K) air
in the DN zone from the upper troposphere (cf. Figs.
1b and 1d) and by the upward transport of higher-ue
air through the MBL processes and weak updrafts from
the bottom of the eye into the eyewall, respectively.

These features have been partially observed (Hawkins
and Imbembo 1976), and clearly shown in Part I; the
related mechanisms will be further discussed in section
5.

3. Potential temperature u budgets

In this section, we examine the 3D heat budgets of
Eq. (2) in the inner-core regions of the simulated An-
drew. It is apparent from Fig. 2 that the heat energy
source/sink is dominated by LHR in the eyewall, sub-
limative–evaporative cooling at the eye–eyewall inter-
face (i.e., along the DN axis) and the upward surface
fluxes of sensible (and latent) heat from the underlying
warm ocean. The azimuthally averaged slantwise LHR
structure in the inner-core region is similar to that of
vertical motion (cf. Figs. 1a and 2b), which is consistent
with the notion that the eyewall updrafts are mostly
driven by LHR. The peak LHR rate, which is over 458C
h21, occurs at z 5 7 km that is slightly below the level
of the updraft core. Despite such an intense heating rate,
little (azimuthally averaged) buoyancy could be noted
in the eyewall (see Part III), since the averaged as-
cending parcels are warmer than the air outside but cold-
er than the air inside. In the absence of buoyancy, lifting
of air parcels in the eyewall could only be provided by
the dynamically induced vertical pressure gradient force
(see Part III). Figures 2b–d show that most of the latent
heating is generated by condensation in the eyewall.
While depositional growth and freezing are secondary
in determining the vertical heating profiles, they tend
to shift the heating maximum to a slightly higher level
and the heating effects into a deeper layer (see Figs.
2c,d).

Of interest is a narrow zone of pronounced subli-
mative–evaporative (.48C) cooling that coincides with
downdrafts along the DN axis (cf. Figs. 1a and 2b),
extending from the descending return flow at z 5 13
km down to the MBL. This zone of cooling clearly
facilitates the intensification of downdrafts at the eye–
eyewall interface. Latent cooling is also present inside
the storm and in the storm environment. For example,
melting of snow and graupel produces marked (.48C
h21) cooling rates below the 08C isotherm from the
eyewall to its outer environment, coinciding with the
development of a shallow layer of weak mesoscale con-
vergence (cf. Fig. 2d herein and Fig. 1b in Part IV). A
sensitivity experiment, in which ice phase was turned
off from the control simulation, indicates that the sim-
ulated hurricane is 8–10 hPa stronger than the control
one at the end of the 72-h integration (not shown), sug-
gesting the importance of the sublimative and melting
cooling in suppressing the storm. This is similar to that
discussed by Zhang (1989) in association with the de-
velopment of a midlevel mesovortex. The evaporative
cooling rates, peaked in the MBL near the outer edge
of the eyewall, range between 1–38C h21. The MBL
cooling rates are overcompensated by the upward sur-
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FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1 but for the potential temperature u sources/sinks: (a) the PBL and diffusive heating rates (uBLD); (b) total in-cloud
heating rates (uCLD); (c) in-cloud condensational heating (uCON, solid) and evaporative cooling (uCEV, dashed) rates; and (d) in-cloud deposition/
freezing heating (uDEP, solid) and sublimative/melting cooling (uSUB, dashed lines) rates that are contoured at 0, 60.5, 61, 62, 64, 68,
615, 625, 635, and 645 K h21. (a), (b) Solid (dashed) lines are for positive (negative) values.

face sensible heat flux whose magnitude is highly de-
pendent on the surface wind speeds, for example, greater
than 158C h21 near the RMW (cf. Figs. 2a and 2b).
Including the radiative cooling (warming) above (be-
low) the cloud layer affects little of the total diabatic
heating, since it is even weaker than the diffusive effects
shown in Fig. 2a. However, the cloud–radiation inter-
action plays an important role in the deepening of the
cyclonic storms when numerical models are integrated
for more than 24 h (Krishnamurti et al. 1991; Zhang
and Bao 1996). Without it, the simulated Andrew would
be 8–10 hPa weaker than the control one due to the

destabilizing effect of radiative cooling at the MBL
cloud top (not shown).

Figure 3 shows the roles of the radial and vertical u
advections in redistributing the intense diabatic heating
in the inner-core regions. Because of the intense radial
thermal (and ue) gradient, the deep radial outflow,
which is supergradient (see Part IV), tends to advect
warmer (higher ue) air in the core regions to strengthen
the eyewall updrafts (Fig. 3a), thereby weakening the
thermal gradient across the eyewall. The warm advec-
tive rates near z 5 10 km are as intense as 158–188C
h21, which exceed the local diabatic heating rates (cf.
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FIG. 3. As in Fig. 1 but for (a) the horizontal advection (uH); (b) the vertical advection (uy); (c) the total advection (uA); and (d) the local
tendency (uT) of potential temperature. Solid (dashed) lines are for positive (negative) values.

Figs. 3a and 2b). The low-level outflow jet (LLOJ) also
provides pronounced radial warm advection (.158C
h21) to feed the eyewall updrafts. The slantwise inward,
descending flow along the DN axis, as shown in Part
II, produces cooling but it is offset significantly by the
warming associated with descent (Fig. 3c). Neverthe-
less, the radial advective cooling in the upper inflow
regions appears to account for the initiation of the pen-
etrative downdrafts above the upper outflow layer and
their maintenance below along the DN axis, since its
magnitude is nearly twice as large as the evaporative

cooling (cf. Figs. 3a and 2b). Convergence of the air
mass into the DN flow leads to an inward-slanted zone
(i.e., next to the DN zone) of radial warm advection and
vertical advective cooling in the eye.

In comparison, the vertical advection produces sub-
stantially intense adiabatic cooling in the eyewall and
weak cooling in the outer rainband region (Fig. 3b). The
peak cooling rate in the updraft core is over 558–608C
h21 at z 5 9 km, which offsets more than the total
diabatic heating (cf. Figs. 3b and 2b). This appears to
explain why little net warming can be found in the eye-
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FIG. 4. Horizontal distribution of the hourly averaged (a) horizontal
advection (uH); (b) vertical advection (uy); and (c) total advection
(uH 1 uy) of potential temperature (solid: positive, dashed: negative)
superposed with in-plane flow vectors at z 5 12 km. They are con-
toured at 0, 62, 64, 68, and 615 K h21, and taken from the 56–
57-h integration valid between 2000–2100 UTC 23 Aug 1992. Areas
of downward motion are shaded. Labels on the frame denote the
distance (km) from the min surface pressure.

wall in the presence of intense LHR. In particular, the
adiabatic cooling associated with the eyewall updrafts
gives rise to intense gradients in the cooling rate from
the inner edge to the core of the eyewall. On the other
hand, the eye region experiences slow subsidence warm-
ing, though influenced by the propagation of internal
inertial-gravity waves (see Part II).

Of importance is that the total thermal advection rates
are similar in pattern but opposite in sign to the diabatic
heating rates (cf. Figs. 3c and 2b). This reveals a near-
balanced relationship between the total u advection and
diabatic heating in storm-relative framework. Thus, the
local u changes in the eyewall are basically small res-
idues among the large terms (Fig. 3d); they are clearly
too small to be detected observationally. For instance,
the simulation exhibits less than 18C h21 cooling rates
in the eyewall with slight (advective) warming in the
upper outflow layer. Although the local u changes in the
eye are also small, one can see a general adiabatic warm-
ing above z 5 7 km and oscillatory cooling/warming
below. (Such oscillations near the vortex center are sta-
tistically less significant compared to the azimuthal av-
erages away from the center.) Despite the small ampli-
tudes, the general net warming in the eye and cooling
in the eyewall, both dominated by the vertical advec-
tions, are consistent with the development and strength-
ening of a warm-cored eye and intense thermal gradients
across the eyewall (cf. Figs. 1b and 3d). Based on the
above results, we may state that the vertical thermal
advection accounts for cooling of the eyewall with the
maximum in the updraft core and a warm core in the
eye such that the thermal gradient across the eyewall
increases with time, whereas the radial thermal advec-
tion tends to reduce the thermal gradient.

Of interest is that a net warming ridge axis tilts up-
ward from the eye center near z 5 9 km; this coincides
closely with the u-perturbation ridge axis or u 5 362
K surface (cf. Figs. 3d and 1b). This result confirms the
conjecture given in section 2 that a significant portion
of the subsidence warming in the eye, caused by the
rotating eyewall (see Part III), is associated with the
descending air mass along the DN axis from the return
inflow above the upper outflow layer. Fig. 4 shows that
the warming occurs in association with an inertial-grav-
ity wave mode. Specifically, the (cyclonic) return inflow
converges at the DN region and begins to descend as a
result of (inward) advective and sublimative cooling,
inducing inertial-gravity waves in the eye. In the present
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FIG. 5. The height–azimuth cross sections of the temporally averaged potential temperature u budgets: (a) the total diabatic heating rates
(du/dt); (b) horizontal advection (uH); (c) vertical advection (uy); and (d) local tendency (uT) that are taken along a slanting surface in the
eyewall (i.e., from R 5 30 km at the surface to R 5 70 km at the 17-km height), superposed with in-plane flow vectors. They are contoured
at 0, 61, 62, 64, 68, 615, 625, 635, 645, 655, 665, 675, 685, 695, and 6105 K h21, and taken from the 56–57-h integration valid
between 2000–2100 UTC 23 Aug 1992. (a) Shadings denote areas of downdrafts; (b)–(d) Shadings denote areas of the system-relative radial
inflows. Solid (dashed) lines are for positive (negative) values.

case, several waves are evident in the eye region even
after temporal averaging, as shown by the vertical and
horizontal advective warming/cooling rates in Figs. 4a,b
(refer to Part II for the radial propagation of inertial-
gravity waves). Similar wave activities can also be seen
from the instantaneous vertical motion field (not
shown). In spite of the wavy structures, the net advective
effects are to warm the eye and build up the warm core
(cf. Figs. 4c and 1b), thereby leading to the lowering
of the central pressure. Zhang and Fritsch (1988)
showed that surface pressure changes are more sensitive
to warming at the upper levels than at the lower levels.

The slanting height–azimuth cross sections of heat

budgets through the sloping updraft core are given in
Fig. 5, which shows the asymmetric heating and ad-
vective structures in the eyewall. The total diabatic heat-
ing occurs everywhere in the eyewall, and it is highly
asymmetric with the peak rate (.958C h21) being twice
larger than its axisymmetric value (cf. Figs. 2b and 5a).
In general, the diabatic heating magnitude depends on
whether the eyewall updrafts are in the inflow or outflow
regions, given the intense thermal gradients across the
eyewall (see Fig. 1b). That is, radial inflows above the
MBL tend to advect the environmental colder (and also
drier) air into the core, suppressing the updrafts and
LHR (cf. Figs. 5a,b). By comparison, radial outflows
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5 but taken along a slanting surface through the core of the inner-edge dry downdraft (i.e., from R 5 15 km at the
surface to R 5 50 km at z 5 17 km).

cause warm (and higher ue) advection that helps to in-
tensify the updrafts and thus LHR in the eyewall. Thus,
the midlevel diabatic heating rates vary from 108–158C
h21 in the inflow regions to 858–958C h21 in the outflow
regions. As expected, the intensifying updrafts in the
outflow regions produce adiabatic cooling rates that are
higher than those in the inflow regions (Fig. 5c). The
intense adiabatic cooling in most of the updraft core,
peaked at a rate of over 1058C h21, overcompensates
for the sum of diabatic heating and horizontal advective
warming, although the net local cooling tendencies are
one order of magnitude smaller than the diabatic heating
rates (Fig. 5d). Only in the inflow regions, the relatively
weak diabatic heating dominates the total advective
cooling, leading to weak warming rates (i.e., 18–28C

h21). Since these inflows and outflows are associated
with the radial and azimuthal propagation of vortex-
Rossby waves, as discussed in Part IV, the distribution
and magnitude of LHR in the eyewall may need to be
understood in the context of vortex-Rossby waves
(Montgomery and Kallenbach 1997; Chen and Yau
2001).

In contrast, the relative roles of heat budgets at the
inner edge of the eyewall are opposite in sign to those
in the eyewall. As mentioned earlier, the DN region
experiences latent cooling due to the evaporation of
cloud hydrometeors from the eyewall into the eye’s dry
air; the cooling rates are several times greater in the
inflow regions than that in the outflow regions (Fig. 6a).
Of significance is that the advective heating/cooling
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rates are much greater than the diabatic rates, particu-
larly in the upper levels. For example, horizontal ad-
vection associated mostly with radial inflows produces
a cooling rate of .358C h21, which is about 2–3 times
greater than the local diabatic cooling rate (cf. Figs.
6a,b). This reveals further that the horizontal advective
cooling not only initiates the descent of the return inflow
near DN above the upper outflow layer, but also ac-
counts for the maintenance of the penetrative down-
drafts. We acknowledge that the penetrative downdrafts
were speculated in our earlier papers as being forced
only by the evaporative cooling. Evidently, they are
dynamically driven by radial inflows in the presence of
intense thermal gradients across the eyewall and then
thermodynamically enhanced by the sublimative–evap-
orative cooling resulting from the inward advection of
cold cloudy air into the warm-dry eye region. On the
other hand, the downdraft developments tend to enhance
the radial inflow, based on the principle of conservation
of mass. Because of less moisture available for evap-
oration further inward in the inflow air, this (cycloni-
cally) descending air must move isentropically, con-
tributing to the warmth of the eye core (Fig. 1b).

Note that in the western semicircle the horizontal ad-
vective cooling is distributed in the DN region but ad-
vective warming appears in the eyewall (cf. Figs. 5b
and 6b). This is closely related to the highly divergent
radial flows at the inner edge of the eyewall (e.g., see
Fig. 3g in Part II). In the DN outflow region, the ad-
vective warming rates are similar both in sign and in
magnitude to those in the eyewall. Nevertheless, the
horizontal advective cooling (warming) in DN is almost
offset by the vertical advective warming (cooling) (cf.
Figs. 6b and 6c). As a result, the net u tendencies in
the DN region exhibit weak cooling (warming) in the
inflow (outflow) regions—a wavenumber-1 structure
similar to that of the radial flows (see Fig. 6d).

Figure 7 shows horizontal maps of heat budgets at z
5 8 km where the intensity of eyewall updrafts is peak-
ed. In spite of the temporal averaging, the general dis-
tributions of evaporative cooling in the outer region,
intense diabatic heating in the eyewall, evaporative
cooling at the inner edge of the eyewall and little warm-
ing (due to radiative and diffusive processes) in the eye
are evident (Fig. 7c). The wave signals in the eye are
much less than those in the upper levels (cf. Figs. 4a,b
and 7a,b). Of importance is that the banded intense evap-
orative cooling in DN occurs side by side with the band-
ed intense LHR in the eyewall, accounting for the pro-
nounced (radial) divergent flows at the eye–eyewall in-
terface. These divergent flows give rise to horizontal
advective (outflow) warming in the eyewall and (inflow)
cooling in DN (Fig. 7a). In the southeastern quadrant
where the eyewall heating is relatively weak, however,
more warm air in the eye (.158C h21) is being trans-
ported outward by supergradient flows. Moreover, this
horizontal advective warming overcompensates the up-
ward adiabatic cooling in this quadrant of the eye (cf.

Figs. 7a,b,d). Elsewhere in the eyewall, the upward adi-
abatic cooling exceeds the combined horizontal advec-
tive and latent heating, whereas in the DN and eye re-
gions the combined horizontal advective and evapora-
tive cooling exceeds the downward adiabatic warming,
thereby causing the net local cooling over most of the
inner-core regions, but with the notable warming ten-
dencies in the eye (Fig. 7d). Only at a few isolated places
in the eyewall, some parcels may be possibly warmed
to become buoyant.

The area-averaged heat budgets for the eyewall and
hurricane system are given in Fig. 8, which shows the
collective effects of deep convection on the large-scale
environment. A deep layer of intense LHR occurs in the
eyewall, from the top of the MBL to an 8-km altitude
where the latent heating is peaked (Fig. 8a). A similar
vertical profile appears when the eye region is included,
but with substantial reduction in the peak heating, that
is, from 428 to 128C h21 (cf. Figs. 8a,b). Horizontal
advection tends to transport potentially warmer air out-
ward in the supergradient outflow above the MBL (Fig.
8a). This advective warming has a bimodal distribution:
one peak is associated with the LLOJ and the other in
the upper-level outflow layer, both at a rate of .128C
h21. However, only one (upper level) advective warming
peak appears after including the eye region (Fig. 8b).
This warming peak, located about 4 km above the peak
diabatic heating level, suggests the important role of the
upper outflow layer in transporting warm air out of the
storm. (The radial adiabatic warming above the LLOJ
should be small due to the reduced radial pressure gra-
dient.) The significant horizontal advective effects dis-
tinguish hurricanes from other types of MCSs, for ex-
ample, as diagnosed by Yanai et al. (1973), Kuo and
Anthes (1984), and Lin and Johnson (1996). In the
MBL, horizontal advection transports potentially cooler
air cyclonically inward (mostly associated with iso-
thermal expansion toward the central lower pressure)
that is nearly offset by the upward surface sensible heat
flux [see the estimation related to Eq. (7) in Part II].
Regardless of how intense the diabatic heating and hor-
izontal advection warming are, the composite vertical
advective cooling is almost balanced with the combined
diabatic and horizontal advective effects, leading to
near-vanishing net local tendencies both in the eyewall
and on the storm scale. This result reveals the signifi-
cance of vertical motion in hurricanes in determining
the heat budget and vertical heating profiles, which is
in agreement with the conclusion obtained by the pre-
vious heat budget studies of MCSs mentioned earlier.

4. Moisture q budgets

In general, the vertical profiles and horizontal distri-
butions of the moisture budgets are similar to those of
the heat budgets, since their sources and sinks are related
but are opposite in sign, as indicated by Eqs. (1) and
(2), except in the MBL. Briefly, the Lagrangian moisture
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 4 but for (a) the horizontal advection (uH); (b) the vertical advection (uy); (c) the latent heating rates
(du/dt); and (d) the local tendencies (uT) of potential temperature at z 5 8 km. Solid (dashed) lines are positive (negative)
values. The thick-dashed circle denotes the distribution of the updraft core.

budgets consist mainly of the moisture sources from the
MBL with the peak near the RMW, and the moisture
sinks associated with cloud condensation-deposition in
the eyewall and spiral rainbands (Figs. 9a,b). The phase-
change rates in the eyewall are so high that more than
twice the local moisture content could be consumed in
1 h near the updraft core (i.e., z ; 5–8 km) (cf. Figs.
1c and 9b). Clearly, the moisture source in the MBL,
increasing toward the eyewall in proportion to the low-
level swirling winds, provides the necessary latent en-
ergy for the development and maintenance of the storm.
Horizontal and vertical diffusions tend to reduce the
amplitude of deviation specific humidity (q9) between
the DN and UP axes, but increase it outside (cf. Figs.
9a and 1c). Note the positive tendencies inside the DN

axis that represent the important upward transport of
moisture from the MBL (Fig. 9a). However, the diffu-
sive effects are generally one order of magnitude1 small-
er than the other terms in Eq. (1) (cf. Figs. 9a,c). In
contrast to the moisture loss in the eyewall, phase chang-
es result in the moisture gain in the spirally descending
DN flow at the inner edge of the eyewall (due to the
evaporation of cloud hydrometeors as they encounter
the dry eye air) (Fig. 9b). This result shows further the
role of sublimation–evaporation in enhancing the de-

1 Comparing the diffusive to the phase-change rates along the DN
axis could be misleading due to the aliasing problem in plotting them
in such a radially narrow zone, as can be seen by comparing Figs.
3a and 6b.
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FIG. 8. Composite vertical profiles of the potential temperature u
budgets from the 56–57-h integration that are obtained by averaging
them over (a) a conic annulus centered along the slanting surface
shown in Fig. 5 (i.e., in the eyewall) with a width of 12 km; and (b)
a cylindrical area centered at the min central pressure with a radius
of 80 km. The u-budget terms include the net diabatic heating rate
(du/dt), local tendency (uT), horizontal (uH) and vertical (uy) advec-
tion, and the PBL diffusion and radiative effects (i.e., uPDR 5 uBLD 1
uRAD).

→

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 1 but for the specific humidity q budgets: (a)
the PBL and diffusive processes (qBLD); (b) in-cloud condensation
rates (qCLD); and (c) the net moisture tendency (dq/dt). They are
contoured at 0, 60.25, 60.5, 61, 62, 64, 68, and 614 g kg21 h21.

velopment of the penetrative downdrafts at the eyewall’s
inner edge.

In spite of the marked moisture loss by the phase
changes, the air column could still maintain a near-sat-
urated condition as a result of the upward transport of
moisture in the eyewall updrafts and rainbands (cf. Figs.
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FIG. 10. As in Fig. 1 but for (a) the horizontal advection (qH); (b) the vertical advection (qy); (c) the total advection (qA); and (d) the
local tendency (qT) of specific humidity. They are contoured at 0, 60.25, 60.5, 61, 62, 64, 68, and 616 g kg21 h21.

9c and 10b). Because of the near-saturated conditions,
there is little storage of moisture in the eyewall (Fig.
10d). In contrast, in the MBL horizontal advection tends
to transport the drier environmental air into the storm,
and the more moist air from the moist core into the
(outflow) eyewall (cf. Fig. 10a and 1c). However, the
horizontal advective contributions to the moisture bud-
gets are relatively small compared to the vertical ad-
vection in the eyewall, except in the LLOJ. Like in the
u budget, the total q advective rates are similar in mag-
nitude but opposite in sign to the net q sources (cf. Figs.
9c and 10c). Nevertheless, one can still see the net mois-

ture gain (a) at the inner edge of the eyewall (DN) where
evaporation and the diffusion/boundary layer transport
exceed the downward advective drying effect, and (b)
in the eye’s bottom 3-km-layer due likely to the Ekman
pumping (Fig. 10d). As will be seen in the next section,
the moisture gains are responsible for the development
of higher-ue surfaces along the eye–eyewall interface.

5. Equivalent potential temperature ue budgets

Although ue is related to u and q through Eqs. (1)–
(3), the ue budgets are desirable for understanding (a)
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FIG. 11. The radius–height cross sections of the azimuthally av-
eraged equivalent potential temperature ue at intervals of 2 K and
in-plane flow vectors that are taken from (a) 45-h, and (b) 66-h
integrations.

to what extent ue could be considered as a conserved
variable; and (b) how the ue transport takes place in
the inner-core regions of a hurricane. Specifically, Fig.
1d shows that the highest-ue surface appears at the inner
edge DN rather than along the updraft core of the eye-
wall, with the lowest ue located at the eye center. These
ue structures differ from those in typical MCSs whose
core always coincides with that of high ue (e.g., Ogura
and Liou 1980; Zhang and Cho 1992). Moreover, Figs.
11a, 1d and 11b show that the ue gradient across the
eyewall intensifies from 10 K (25 km)21 to 18 K (25
km)21 during the 21-h integration. This intensification
occurs as the penetrative ue values near the DN axis

increases in amplitude (i.e., from 360 to 369 K), whereas
the environmental ue values remain nearly unchanged
during the model integration. Thus, one may ask: how
does this higher-ue surface develop along the eye–eye-
wall interface where the upward motion is very weak?
And how does the ue transport occur in the inner-core
regions in the context of the eyewall updraft develop-
ment?

To address the above questions, the radius–height
cross sections of the ue budgets are given in Fig. 12.
As mentioned before, the surface layer provides an im-
portant source of ue, which increases rapidly toward the
RMW. We have estimated in Part II [see Eq. (7) related
discussions therein] that the upward fluxes of surface
latent and sensible heat and the isothermal expansion
account roughly for 64%, 14%, and 22% of the total
ue increase, respectively, as a parcel moves cyclonically
from R 5 150 km to the eye center in the surface layer.
Horizontal diffusion above the MBL only acts to smooth
the ue field, decreasing (increasing) it inward (outward)
from the UP axis, and increasing it along the DN axis
(Fig. 12a). The negative diffusive ue tendencies at the
eye center, corresponding to positive u tendencies in
Fig. 2a and negative q tendencies in Fig. 9a, appear to
be the result of Gibbs phenomenon due to the use of
the fourth-order numerical diffusion scheme (Xue
2000). Nevertheless, their magnitudes are generally
much smaller than those produced by the nonconser-
vative physical processes given in Eq. (3). In contrast,
the vertical turbulent mixing is pronounced in the vi-
cinity of the LLOJ and along the DN axis below z 5
2 km. Strictly speaking, ue is not conserved in the eye-
wall above the MBL due to the exclusion of deposition–
sublimation and freezing–melting in the definition of ue
(Fig. 12b). However, the peak cooling rate (.288C h21)
associated with melting of precipitation, causing a local
decrease of ue, occurs at the outer edge of the eyewall
whereas inside it the cooling/warming rates are much
smaller than the ue advective rates (cf. Figs. 12b and
13a,b). Thus, ue could still be considered as being ap-
proximately conserved in the eye/eyewall above the
MBL even though deposition–sublimation and freez-
ing–melting occur. We may speculate that the melting
impact on the conservation of ue could be pronounced
when the eyewall is near upright.

With the near-conservative property of ue, we may
study the ue transport in the eyewall qualitatively in
terms of advective processes. Figure 13a shows that
horizontal advection in the MBL inflow (or in outer
regions) transports lower-ue air into the storm (or rain-
bands), more than offsetting the ue source from the
surface layer. Clearly, an excess of ue has to be gen-
erated from the underlying warm ocean to overcom-
pensate this negative advective effect if the hurricane
were to intensify. On the other hand, upward motion
tends to advect the MBL higher-ue air upward in outer
regions or in rainbands, similar to the case of typical
MCSs, but reduces the ue magnitude in the eyewall (Fig.
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FIG. 12. As in Fig. 1 but for the equivalent potential temperature
ue sources/sinks: (a) the PBL and diffusive processes (ueBLD); (b) in-
cloud latent heating associated with fusion and freezing–melting
(ueL); and (c) the net ue source (due/dt). They are contoured at 0,
61, 62, 64, 68, 615, and 625 K h21.

13b). The negative tendencies are more pronounced in
the LLOJ and the upper portion of the eyewall, thus
intensifying the radial ue gradient across the eyewall.
Like the u and q budgets, it is the horizontal (outflow)
advection that is responsible for transferring higher-ue
air from the eyewall’s inner edge outward, counteracting
the negative vertical ue advection in the eyewall. At the
inner edge (i.e., in the DN zone), the upper return inflow
and its subsequent descent tend to transport the upper-
level higher-ue (or high u) air downward, whereas the
LLOJ (and the weak updrafts near the inner edge) trans-
ports some high-ue air from the bottom eye region into
the eyewall (see Figs. 11 and 13b). Note the positive
radial advective tendencies at the eye center that appear
to be generated due to the fact that the upper-level vortex
circulations are not centered with the minimum surface
pressure (cf. Figs. 13a, 4, and 7). This seems to help
explain why ue at the eye center tends to increase with
time, as shown in Figs. 11a, 1d, and 11b. It should be
pointed out that this phenomenon was previously spec-
ulated (in Part II) to result from the use of numerical
diffusion.

The net results are excess ue tendencies in the MBL,
negative ue tendencies in the eyewall but positive ue
tendencies at the inner edge (Fig. 13c). Although the
net tendencies are small residues between large terms,
they appear to make sense in terms of ue transport for
an intensifying hurricane. For instance, the weak neg-
ative tendency in the eyewall reveals again the impor-
tance of slantwise updrafts in transporting higher-ue air
from the MBL. The net positive ue tendency at the inner
edge is consistent with the local ue increases, for ex-
ample, from 358 K at t 5 45 h to 369 K at t 5 66 h
(Figs. 11a,b). To our knowledge, this positive ue ten-
dency has not been explored in the literature, and it
appears to be caused by both the bottom–up processes
near the top of the LLOJ and the top–down processes
along the DN axis (Fig. 13b). They are also evidenced
by the upward bulge, downward dip, and vertical merg-
ing of ue surfaces (see Figs. 1d and 11a,b). Part of this
higher-ue air will enter (or recycle into) the eyewall by
the supergradient outflow. This result supports further
our finding, given in Part III (see Fig. 4 therein), that
the eyewall updrafts are enhanced (weakened) in the
outflow (inflow) regions due to the radially advected
positive (negative) ue perturbations.

6. Summary and conclusions

In this study, we have examined the inner-core ther-
modynamics of a hurricane, through the analyses of
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FIG. 13. As in Fig. 1 but for (a) the horizontal advection (ueH);
(b) the vertical advection (uey); and (c) the local tendency (ueT) of
equivalent potential temperature ue. They are contoured at 0, 61,
62, 64, 68, 615, 625, and 635 K h21.

heat, moisture, and equivalent potential temperature
budgets, using a high-resolution (Dx 5 6 km), nonhy-
drostatic, fully explicit simulation of Hurricane Andrew
(1992) during its mature (or intensifying) stage. Im-
portant results are summarized as follows:

• It is found from the potential temperature budgets that
the heat energy is dominated by LHR in the eyewall,
sublimative–evaporative cooling at the eye–eyewall
interface and the upward surface fluxes of sensible
(and latent) heat from the underlying warm ocean. The
intensity of LHR rates in the eyewall depends on
whether latent heat is released in the radial inflow
(e.g., ,108C h21) or outflow (e.g., .1008C h21) re-
gions. The LHR rates in the inflow regions decrease
from the eyewall core inward and become negative
near the eye–eyewall interface due to the meeting of
the inward-advected cold cloudy air from the eyewall
with the warm-dry air in the eye. Although most of
the latent heating in the eyewall is generated by warm-
rain processes, depositional growth and freezing
(.258C h21) tends to shift the heating maximum to
a slightly higher level and the heating effects into a
deeper layer.

• It is shown that in the (supergradient) mean outflow
the radial u advection tends to advect warmer air in
the core regions to strengthen the eyewall updrafts,
which is more pronounced in the upper outflow layer,
thereby weakening the thermal gradient across the
eyewall. In the height–azimuth cross section, however,
the presence of radial inflows gives rise to intense u
advective cooling that accounts for the initiation and
maintenance of penetrative downdrafts at the eye–eye-
wall interface; the latter are only enhanced by the
sublimative–evaporative cooling. Vertical advection
produces weak adiabatic warming in the eye, partly
by the descending air mass at the eye–eyewall inter-
face from the return inflow above the upper outflow
layer, and intense adiabatic cooling in the eyewall
whose rates offset the sum of radial advective warm-
ing and total diabatic heating. This explains why little
net warming could be found in the eyewall in spite
of intense LHR. Thus, we may state that the vertical
thermal advection accounts for net cooling of the eye-
wall, peaked in the updraft core, and for a warm core
in the eye such that the thermal gradient across the
eyewall increases with time, whereas the radial ther-
mal advection tends to reduce the thermal gradient. It
is the radial inflow that is mostly responsible for ini-
tiating the penetrative downdrafts at the eye–eyewall
interface.

• Composite heat budgets show that vertical advective
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cooling is nearly balanced with the combined diabatic
and horizontal advective heating effects, leading to
near-vanishing net tendencies both in the eyewall and
on the storm scale in a storm-relative framework. The
composite vertical profile of latent heating in the in-
ner-core region is similar to that of vertical motion,
except in the upper outflow layer where radial ad-
vective warming dominates. This reveals the signifi-
cance of vertical motion in hurricanes in determining
the heat budget and vertical heating profiles.

• The vertical profiles and horizontal distributions of
the moisture budgets are similar to those of the heat
budgets, since their sources and sinks are related but
are opposite in sign, except in the MBL where the
upward surface moisture flux provides the necessary
latent energy for the convective development in the
eyewall. The moisture budgets exhibit the dominant
upward transport of moisture in the eyewall updrafts
and rainbands so that the eyewall is nearly saturated.
The moisture budgets also show the importance of the
LLOJ in transporting moisture into the eyewall from
the bottom eye regions.

• It is found that ue could be considered as an approx-
imately conserved variable above the MBL even in
the presence of deposition–sublimation and freezing–
melting; this appears to be related to the slantwise
orientation of the eyewall. The slantwise advection
accounts for the transport of most higher-ue air from
the MBL into the eyewall. Of interest is the continued
development of higher-ue surfaces at the eye–eyewall
interface that is closely related to the intensifying ue
gradient across the eyewall and enhancement of the
eyewall convection. This development results from
the downward transport of higher-ue (or u) air from
the upper troposphere by the penetrative downdrafts
(in the inflow regions) and the upward transport of
higher-ue air from the eye’s MBL by the LLOJ (in
the outflow regions). Hence, we may conclude that
the hurricane eyewall is thermodynamically main-
tained by the upward surface flux of higher-ue air from
the underlying warm ocean, the descent of higher-ue
air in the upper troposphere, and the recycling of some
warmed-eye air in the outflow regions.

Note that the above budget results are obtained from
an explicit simulation of a hurricane in which there are
some deficiencies due partly to the use of various pa-
rameterizations in the cloud microphysics and MBL
schemes and partly to the use of the 6-km grid size that
is still too coarse to resolve deep convection in the eye-
wall. Note also that the results presented herein may be
more suitable for mature hurricanes with strong inten-
sity; caution may need to be taken when they are applied
to incipient, or rapidly decaying storms. Nevertheless,
many agreements between the simulated and the ob-
served Andrew presented in Part I led us to our belief
that the basic conclusions presented herein are relevant
to real tropical storms.
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